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ABSTRACT

Neural networks for function approximation are the basis of many applications. Such networks often use a
sigmoidal activation function (e.g. tarzh) or a radial basis function (e.g. gaussian) . Networks have also been
developed using wavelets. In this paper, we present a neural network approximation of functions of a sin-
gle variable, using sinc functions for the activation functions on the hidden units. Performance of the sinc
network is compared with that of a tarzh network with the same number of hidden units. The sinc network
generally learns the desired input-output mapping in significantly fewer epochs, and achieves a much lower
total error on the testing points. The original sinc network is based on theoretical results for function repre-
sentation using the Whittaker cardinal function (an infinite series expansion in terms of sinc functions) . En-
hancements to the original network include improved transformation of the problem domain onto the network
input domain. Further work is in progress to study the use of sirzc networks for mappings in higher dimension.

Keywords: Neural networks, Function approximation

1 INTRODUCTION

The use of feedforward neural networks for continuous function approximation is one of the areas of neural
network research that has a rich history of theoretical results that can be traced back to the work by Kolmogorov.6
It was not until the development of the backpropagation training algorithm8 that practical applications began to
emerge. In most of these implementations the networks used some form of sigmoidal activation function mainly
due to biological and historical reasons. Much research was directed towards studying the properties of sigmoidal
functions and their representation capabilities when used as activation functions in feedforward neural networks.
The study of the conditions under which a general function f(x) can be used as the activation function in a feed
forward neural network has also received attention. Considerations such as hardware implementation, speed of
convergence of training algorithms, and required number of neurons to achieve a certain degree of accuracy were
prime motives behind the search for alternative activation functions that match or outperform sigmoidal functions
while reducing the overall cost of the network (storage and training time.)

In this paper, we consider the performance of a feedforward neural network that uses the sinc function as
the hidden layer activation function. The sinc function has many computationally advantageous properties that
render it extremely useful in different areas of numerical analysis. Furthermore, the sznc function can be viewd
as a radial basis function or as the mother wavelet in a wavelet expansion of functions. This paper is organized as
follows: in section 2 some aspects of the theoretical foundations for the use of various functions in a feedforward
architecture are discussed. The basic representaion properties of the sinc function are outlined and the network
based on such properties is presented. In section 3, simulation results are presented. A modified preprocessing
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mapping function is proposed and network performance using this modified mapping is compared to that of the
basic network for some test functions. Conclusions and suggestions for further research are given in section 4.

2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

2.1 Neural networks as function approximators

The theoretical basis for the use of artificial neural networks for function approximation can be traced back
to the Superposition Theorem of of Kolmogorov.6 Sprecher,9"° extended the results to use a single continuous
function b that is independent of the number of variables n in the sum. However, the functions in the theorem
are highly nonsmooth5 which limits the practical application of these results. Furthermore, in neural networks,
emphasis is placed more on the approximate representation of a particular mapping as opposed to its exact
representation. Of the functions used in that area the (generalized) sigmoid function a(x) : IR —(0, 1) such that
l.Lr o(x) = 1 and lirn o(x) = 0 received considerable attention. Cybenko2 demonstrated that sums of the

form x + O) are dense in the space of continuous functions on the unit hypercube if is any continuous

sigmoidal function (not necessarily monotone.) Chen et al.1 argued that the boundedness of the generalized
sigmoidal function is the most important factor in using it in neural network function approximators.

Other types of functions were also considered for use in neural network function approximation. Kreinovich7
studied the use of arbitrary smooth (at least three times differentiable) general function g(x) along with linear ele-
ments to approximate continuous mapping from [—X, x]m to IR1 to an arbitrary degree of accuracy. Logarithmic
activation functions have also been used.4 Hidden units with localized receptive fields have been considered as an
alternative activation function. The sirzc function used in this paper can be viewed as a radial basis function or as
a general activation function in a traditional feedforward network. In this paper only its latter use is considered
and compared with networks based on the sigmoidal tanh function.

2.2 The Whittaker cardinal function

The Whittaker cardinal function'2'13 uses a family of sirzc functions as a basis for expanding functions in
the real as well as complex domain. This function has played a major role in numerical algorithms and in
approximation theory. In this section, a brief discussion of the relevant properties of the function is presented."

The Whittaker cardinal function C(f, h) is defined by

C(f,h)(x) = f(jh) S(j,h)(x), (1)

whenever this series converges, where h is the step size and

S(j, h)(x) = sinr/h)(x-jh)]
(2)

is a siric function. The parameter j controls the position of the sinc function while the parameter h controls its
steepness as can be seen in Figure 1 and Figure 2.

Function approximation with the Whittaker cardinal function uses the function S(j, h)(çt(x)) as a basis func-
tion, where i(x) is a suitable transformation of the input interval onto IR. The accuracy obtained is roughly the
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same whether or not the interval on which approximation is required has a singularity at an endpoint , which is
not true of other expansions. Using the basis function S(j, h)((x)) , let

zi = b(jh), j=O.±1,d2,...,where
(w) =

For example, for the interval (0, 1), the mapping can take the form

x ew
çb(x) = log i—;' (x) = i =

+ ejh (3)

The approximation of f over (0, 1) takes the form

f(x) jN S(j,h)((x)) (4)

It is worth noting that under some conditions, the approximating properties of the Whittaker function can be
extended to the complex plane (see1' for details).

2.3 Feedforward network using Sinc functions

The architecture for approximation of functions of one variable is directly derived from (4) .This approximation
relation corresponds to a feedforward network. The weights connecting the input unit to all units in the hidden
layer are unity. Each hidden unit receives a bias weight equal to jh where j is the index of the hidden unit,
(j = —N, . . . , N) and h is a fixed parameter. The weights connecting the hidden units to the output unit (wi)
are the only trainable weights in the net.

The input to the network is the function '(x), where ç(x) maps the input domain onto IR. For approximation
over the interval (0, 1), we can use cb(x) = log This means that the network implements the function

- . sin[(/h)((x) -jh)J 5-
(/h)((x) - jh)j=-N

The output unit performs summation on the incoming signals (identity activation function). In the following
section, results obtained using the above architecture are presented. Several functions {f(x) f : (0, 1) —* R} are
considered. The procedure can be expanded to incorporate general functions defined on interval (a, b) by using a
simple linear transformation.

3 NETWORK PERFORMANCE

The network is trained using plain vanilla backpropagation with online weight update. Network performance
is compared with that using a sigmoid (ianh) function. The network is trained and tested using samples from
different functions in addition to noisy training data sets. The standard mapping th(x) is used to transform the
input from (0, 1) onto IR as given in (3).

3.1 Results for square function

The network is trained using samples from the function f(x) = (10(x — 0.5))2 on the interval (0, 1). This
function is symmetric about the line x = 0.5 and the network input (the function d(x)) is symmetric about the
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line çz5(x) = 0.0. The following results were obtained using a training set of 51 equally spaced points with the
leftmost point at x = 0.001 and the rightmost point at x = 0.999. The function ç(x) maps those input values
onto values in the interval [—6.90675, 6.90675] which are then used as input to the net. The value of h is fixed at
1 and a learning rate a = 0.1 is used to adjust the hidden-to-output weights. InFigure 3 the network output
is plotted against network input ((x)). As seen in the figure, for h =1, the network approximates the function
fairly well except for regions near the two end points. This is partly due to the fact that with this choice of h, the
set of sinc functions implemented by the hidden layer does not properly "cover" the interval [—6.90675, 6.90675].
The separation between the centers of any two consecutive sznc functions in the hidden layer is h; this means
that for N = 5, the leftmost unit has its center at —5 while the rightmost unit has it at 5.

In what follows, a method is proposed to select h such that the network input domain is covered by the hidden
units. Let [a, b] denote the domain of the function f(x) , where [a, b] C (0, 1) . Then (x) maps [a, b] onto the
interval [c, d] . To guarantee complete covering of [c, d] using the available number of hidden units (2N + 1) , let

h — max{Icf,IdI}*2*K 62N

where K is a constant greater than one that serves to extend the coverage an arbitrary distance beyond the
boundary points c and d. In this work, K is taken to be 1.1. The result of using the value of h from the previous
formula with the same number of hidden units is shown in Figure 3. Network performance using this value of
h is greatly superior to that using h = 1 , particularly near the end points. The network output was obtained
using patterns with separation of 0.001 in the interval (0, 1). The graphs show that the network generalizes nicely
between training points (except for regions near the end points.)

The training history of the network is depicted in Figure 4. It is noted that the error drops rapidly for both
values of h. However for h = 1, the steady state of the error is much larger than that for the computed value of
h. The speed of convergence of the network is a major factor especially when compared with the (usually slow)
convergence of a network based on sigmoidal functions.

As shown in Figure 5, the performance of the sinc and tanh networks is almost identical for points in the
input domain not close to the end points. On the other hand, the sinc network converged faster than the tanh
network which experienced some oscillations in the error early during learning as seen in Figure 6. It should be
noted that the learning rate for the ianh network was a = 0.01 since higher values lead to network instability
and overshooting.

3.2 Function with Singularities at End Points

It has been suggested1' that the performance of the sirzc function is superior to that of other basis functions

for approximating functions having singularities at the end points. The function f(x) = defined on
x(1—x)

(0, 1) has singularities at the two end points. A training set of 51 equally spaced points between 0.001 and 0.999
was used to train a szrzc network with N = 5 and a learning rate a =0.1. The parameter h was computed using
(6). The network was then tested using 1000 points equally spaced within the same interval. As shown in Figure
7, the network was successful in learning all training points (the leftmost and rightmost points are not shown on
the graph since the values of the output at those points are too high). The net was also capable of successfully
interpolating between the training points, except for regions close to the boundaries where the error between the
desired ouput and network output becomes significantly large.

The same training set was used to train a single hidden layer feedforward network using the tarih activation
function. There were 11 hidden units (as in the sinc network) and a learning rate a = 0.001 (higher rates caused
network instability). The training error history for both networks is shown in Figure 8. The performance of the
sinc network is greatly superior to that of the tanh net. The error for both nets dropped with learning, however
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the steady state value for the ianh network was much larger than that for the sric net.

3.3 Function with Added Noise

The ability of the sinc network to extract a function from noisy input is investigated. To test this property.
and compare it to that of the tanh network, the function f(x) = (6(x — O.3)) + S was used, where S takes
random values uniformally distributed in the interval [—5, 5]. A training set of 101 points equally distributed in
the interval [0.001, 0.999] was used to train both networks. Each network used 11 hidden units; h was determined
using (6) . A learning rate a of 0 .1 was used for the sinc network while the tanh network was trained using a
learning rate of 0.01. Both networks were then tested using 1000 patterns uniformally distributed in the interval
[0.001, 0.999]. As shown in Figure 9, the sinc network learned the underlying function without being overly
distracted by the added noise. Performance degraded near the end points (due to absence of training points) but
otherwise was satisfactory. The performance of the tanh network is shown in Figure 10. As can be seen, the
added noise had some influence on the network output (see the oscillations around ç(x) =3. The performance
near the end points was better than that for the siric network, although the output "leveled" for negative inputs
and did not track the training data. The learning error history for both networks is depicted in Figure 11.

3.4 Function with oscillations

The two networks were also trained to approximate a function that contains oscillations to test their capability
to capture small details in the input/output mapping. For this purpose, the following function was used:

1(x) = (1 — g(x))3 + 6 sin(4g(x)) + 5 cos(lOg(x)) + 40 sin(O.lg(x)),

where g(x) = 6(x—O.5). (7)

A training set of 101 patterns equally distributed in the interval [0.001, 0.999] was used for training (after pre-
processing by the function d) . For this function a network having 31 hidden units (N = 15) was used, with the
parameter h evaluated using (6) . For the aforementioned number of units, h was calculated to be 0.506495. The
learning rate was c = 0.1. The network was then tested using 1001 points equally distributed in the interval
[0.001, 0.999]. The results in Figure 12 show that the network was able to capture the general trends in the map-
ping and the small details (to some extent) . Also the performance degraded near the two end points (as was the
case in previous functions) due to the absence of training points in those regions.

A ianh network with the same number of hidden units was also trained using the same training data and a
learning rate of a = 0.01. The learning error history of both networks is shown in Figure 13. As seen in the
figure, the steady state error for the tanh network is much larger than that for the sinc network, indicating that
the sinc network outperformed the tanh network in terms of learning error.

3.5 Improving Performance Near End Points

As seen from results presented earlier, the interpolating capability of the siric network deteriorates for inputs
near the boundary points of the input interval. This is due in part to the non-linear nature of the mapping

cb(x) = log
X

). For regions of the input sufficiently close to 1 or 0, the separation between network input

points generated through the mapping th is considerably greater than the separation for other regions in the input
interval (original input interval is (0,1) before preprocessing via q(x)). This means that although the original
input points may be equally spaced in the interval (0, 1), the separation between network input points is not
uniform and increases as the distance from 0 or 1 decreases.
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To improve the network interpolation near the boundary points and improve the distribution of network input
points, a modified mapping ç, (x) is introduced. This mapping assumes that the input interval is slightly larger
than (0,1). A linear mapping is performed on this larger interval onto (0,1) and the output of this linear mapping

is processed through (x) . Let (—Lx, 1 + A) (0, 1). The mapping g(x) = 2 (x + ) maps the interval

(—s, 1 + ) onto (0, 1). Then, the modified mapping m(X) is given by m() log (

However, the use of the modified mapping m (x) shrinks the size of the input interval to the network. This
reduction in the size of the input interval reduces the value of h when computed using (6). We introduce a
multiplying factor k > 1, where k is chosen such that the value of h is not too small. The modified mapping

m(X) will have the form m(X) = k log(1 ).
Using very large or very small values of h should be avoided. High values of h lead to "flat" siric units that

fail to capture details in the input space (and the learning is usually very slow for such values of h) while low
values of h lead to sharp siric units with increased possibility of learning instability.

3.5.1 Function with Singularities at End Points

The sinc network was trained using the data set described in section 3.2 but using the modified mapping
4'rn (x) . Several attempts were made to train the network using different values of k while keeping the number of
hidden units fixed at 1 1 . In all trials, the network was unable to learn the training set to any acceptable degree of
accuracy. Better learning was achieved using more hidden units but, for comparison purposes, those results are
irrelevant. In most situations, the network had the hardest time learning points where the slope of the function
changes suddenly from an almost infinte slope to almost zero. In this case, the original mapping ç5(x) was superior
to the modified one

3.5.2 Function with Oscillations

The sinc network using the modified mapping (x) was trained using the data set described in section 3.4
with the same number of hidden units (31 units). For the modified mapping q!m(x), k was set to 4. The network
using the modified input data showed significant improvement in learning over the one using the original c5(x) as
can be seen from Figure 14.

Both networks were then tested for generalization using 1000 points equally distributed in the interval
[0.001, 0.999]. The results of such tests are depicted in Figure 15. As can be seen from the figure, the net-
work using the unmodified mapping generated a fitting curve that captured the basic trends in the input data
but failed to learn the small details (oscillations) therein. Furthermore, it is noted that the output had large os-
cillations near both end points. On the other hand, the network using the mapping m() was able to reproduce
the learned mapping with greater accuracy while eliminating the oscillations near the end points observed in the
other net.

4 CONCLUSION

The sinc network was used to approximate functions defined over the interval (0, 1) and the performance
compared to that of the conventional sigmoidal network using the tanh activation function. Networks based
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directly on the representational properties of the sznc network as well as slightly modified networks were discussed.
In the functions used, the sznc network's performance was superior to that of the sigmoidal network in terms of
the number of epochs required to achieve satisfactory learning. The actual time required to perform the same
number of epochs in both networks was almost identical although the sinc networiuises half as many weights as
the sigmoidal net. This is due to the difference in computation time for the activation function and its derivative.
A modified mapping function was introduced to overcome problems with network interpolation near endpoints.

This work could be extended to accomodate function representation in the complex domain since the repre-
sentation theory of the sinc function applies to the complex domain as well. Extending the network repesentation
to accomodate the general mapping IRm .. R is worthy of study. Also using the sine function in an RBF
network in higher dimensions and evaluating its performance as opposed to the more traditional RBF functions
(e.g. the Gaussian function) would involve both theoretical as well as practical issues. The versatility of the sinc
function suggests its potential for use as the building block in an adaptive architecture network that changes its
configuration based on some features of the combined input/output space.
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